Abstract-We propose a new semantic-level crowd evaluation metric in this paper. Crowd simulation has been an active and important area for several decades. However, only recently has there been an increased focus on evaluating the fidelity of the results with respect to real-world situations. The focus to date has been on analyzing the properties of low-level features such as pedestrian trajectories, or global features such as crowd densities. We propose the first approach based on finding semantic information represented by latent Path Patterns in both real and simulated data in order to analyze and compare them. Unsupervised clustering by non-parametric Bayesian inference is used to learn the patterns, which themselves provide a rich visualization of the crowd behavior. To this end, we present a new Stochastic Variational Dual Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SV-DHDP) model. The fidelity of the patterns is computed with respect to a reference, thus allowing the outputs of different algorithms to be compared with each other and/or with real data accordingly. Detailed evaluations and comparisons with existing metrics show that our method is a good alternative for comparing crowd data at a different level and also works with more types of data, holds fewer assumptions and is more robust to noise.
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INTRODUCTION
A LTHOUGH a large variety of crowd simulation methods exist, choosing the best algorithm for specific scenarios or applications remains a challenge. Human behavior is very complex and no one algorithm can be a magic bullet for every situation. Furthermore, different parameter settings for any given method can give widely varying results. Subjective user studies can be useful to determine perceived realism or aesthetic qualities, but more objective methods are often needed to determine the fidelity and/or predictive power of a given simulation method with respect to real human behaviors. The hierarchical and heterogeneous nature of human crowd behaviors make it very difficult to find a definitive set of evaluation rules or empirical metrics. Therefore, data-driven evaluation methods are particularly useful for this purpose.
Previous data-driven methods tend to focus on comparisons between high-level global features such as densities and exit rates, or low-level data such as individual trajectories. In the former case, the results are often too general and do not reflect the heterogeneity of human behaviors, and in the latter case, the results are too specific to the exact scenario recorded. Based on [1] , we propose a data-driven approach to crowd evaluation based on exposing the latent patterns of behavior that exist in both real and simulated data, which offers a compromise between these two extremes that takes both the global and local properties of crowd motion into account in order to facilitate a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data. Different from existing methods, the input of our method is not limited to trajectory data and it also holds less assumptions on the data and is more robust to noise. Finally, we provide in-depth evaluations to show that our metric is a good alternative capturing unique information which is difficult for existing approaches.
For a high-level explanation of our approach, we consider the example of a large public square with many entrances and exits, such as the train station shown in Fig. 1a . Pedestrians typically do not wander randomly, nor do they walk in straight lines; rather, they self-organize into flows or standing clusters, with each trajectory consisting of a series of one person's steps as he moves through the square (Fig. 1b) . A group of similar trajectories can be thought of as a trending path that represents the aggregation of multiple pedestrians' positions and orientations. Combining all such trending paths together will generate an overall path pattern that consists of flows of location-orientation pairs (Figs. 1c, 1d , 1e, 1f, and 1g)). In scenarios where global path planning does not significantly affect behavior, e.g., walking through a corridor, local inter-personal dynamics can also lead to different path patterns. The path patterns created are therefore the result of local/internal dynamics and global/external factors.
The main contribution of our paper is a new approach to analyzing and comparing crowd data based on discovering latent path patterns. To automatically extract these patterns from both real and simulated data, we present a SV-DHDP model that is the first to combine a Dual Hierarchical Dirichlet Process with Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI). The patterns themselves provide a rich visualization of the crowd's behaviors and can reveal qualitative properties that would be difficult or impossible to see by simply viewing the original data. Furthermore, we propose two quantitative metrics that computes the similarity between both real and simulated datasets. This allows us to analyze the predictive quality of various simulation algorithms with respect to real data. We demonstrate the qualitative and quantitative capabilities of our approach on several real and simulated crowd datasets.
RELATED WORK
Crowd motion properties are affected by a hierarchy of factors from geometric to cognitive [2] , [3] . To model these myriad behavioral aspects, methods such as field and flow based [4] , [5] , force-based [6] , [7] , velocity and geometric optimization [8] , [9] , [10] and data-driven [11] , [12] , [13] have been proposed. Our aim is to provide an evaluation framework that imposes no assumptions on the underlying simulation mechanism and can therefore work on the output data of all such methods.
Qualitative methods for crowd evaluation have been proposed and include visual comparison [14] , [15] and perceptual experiments [16] , [17] , [18] . Quantitative methods fall into two main categories: model-based [19] , [20] and datadriven [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Data-driven metrics have been proposed that use the statistics of geometric and dynamic feature analysis [25] , model-based comparisons of motion randomness [26] and decision making processes [27] .
Our data-driven evaluation method is partly inspired by two previous approaches. Guy et al. [26] use a dynamic system to model crowd dynamics and compute an entropy metric based on individual motion randomness distributions learned from the data. Our method differs in that we learn global path patterns from groups of trajectories, rather than individual ones. Charamlambous et al. [28] apply a number of different criteria to detect anomalies in the data, whereas we focus on discovering mainstream latent patterns.
We also draw inspiration from the field of Computer Vision, where hierarchical Bayesian models [29] , [30] , [31] have been successfully employed for scene classification [32] , [33] , object recognition [34] , human action detection [35] and video analysis [36] , [37] , [38] . The Hierararchial Dirichlet Process (HDP) has been successfully used in Natural Language Processing to discover candidate topics within corpora. By observing that crowd data can also be decomposed into a bag of words, Wang et al. [38] There has been extensive research in computer vision and robotics on crowd analysis and we discuss some representative approaches here. Zhou et al. [39] model trajectories as linear dynamic systems and model starting positions and destinations as beliefs. The key information, belief, is manually labelled. Although the user can roughly label these areas, we suspect that a finer classification will require more extensive labelling. Furthermore, it is unclear how such areas could be labelled in a highly unstructured space where every position on the boundary could be both a starting and an ending area. In our approach, we do not require manual labels for such beliefs. Ikeda et al. [40] models paths by first determining sub-goals and then learning transitions between sub-goals. However, their model of the crowd is solely based on the social-force model, and sub-goals are defined as points towards which many velocities converge. There may not be any such sub-goals (consider flows with no intersections), or there could be too many. Our method does not make any assumptions about the underlying behavior model or the existence of sub-goals. Other methods based on density or mean-flows [41] , [42] interpret the whole field as one density map or one flow field whereas our method gives a series of weighted patterns.
METHODOLOGY
Model Choice
The first step towards exposing the latent path patterns in a crowd data set is to find a set of trending paths. Here, a trending path can be seen as a collection of similar trajectories. However, manually labelling clusters of trajectories would be difficult and time-consuming as we lack a good distance metric and prior knowledge of the number of patterns present. Popular unsupervised clustering algorithms, such as K-means [43] and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [44] , require a pre-defined cluster number. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering [36] does not require a predefined cluster number, but the user must decide when to stop merging, which is similarly problematic. Spectralbased clustering methods [45] solve this problem, but require the computation of a similarity matrix whose space complexity is Oðn 2 Þ on the number of trajectories. Too much memory is needed for large datasets and performance degrades quickly with increasing matrix size.
An alternative perspective is to treat a trending path as a distribution over location-orientation pairs (Fig. 2) . A group of trajectories connecting points A and B can be represented by a trending path modeled by Multinomial distributions over location-orientation pairs. Note in this representation, a trending path is a flow sub-field rather than a group of 2D curves. Although the trajectories are broken into individual location-orientation observations in this way, we overcome the randomness of a particular trajectory and represent such a trajectory group as one trending path. Next, we find all trending paths under the assumption that: if a trending path exists, there should be repeated location-orientation occurrences on this path. Then the problem is transformed to computing a (potentially infinite) number of Multinomial distributions. We present a non-parametric hierarchical Bayesian model that can automatically compute a desirable number of such Multinomial distributions from the data. Thus, it does not require a pre-defined cluster number and its space complexity is smaller than Oðn 2 Þ. We first define the terminologies in Table 1 . Our SV-DHDP model employs a Dual Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, similar to that presented in [38] , for pattern analysis, but we combine it with Stochastic Variational Inference for posterior estimation that results in better performance on large datasets. In a standard hierarchical Bayesian setting, a tree is constructed in an attempt to explain a set of observations through a hierarchy of factors. In our problem, the observations are agent states, which we divide into equallength data segments along the time domain. Our goal is to find a set of path patterns fb k g that, when combined with their respective weights, best describe all the segments in terms of their likelihoods. Such a tree structure is shown in Fig. 3 . This is a simplified figure of a three-layer Bayesian hierarchy explaining how the observations w d n can be explained by all possible patterns b k with weights v k . For the sake of conciseness, the full detailed version of the model is provided in the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TVCG.2016.2642963. The overall goal here is to estimate b k s and v k s given w d n , which is the posterior distribution of this model p(fb k g, fv k g j w d n ). We explain the posterior estimation in Section 4.
An Illustrative Example
After initial experiments using our model, we find that although many trending paths can be found in a dataset, only a subset of them are needed to describe a data segment (i.e., a time slice of the dataset). Furthermore, different subsets of the path patterns exist in different data segments. We use a simple example to illustrate this principle.
Consider again the case of a public square, simplified as a 5 Â 5 grid environment. Imagine that there are only 10 possible paths that people will take, illustrated as horizontal and vertical bars (Fig. 4 top left) . Note that in this simple case each path represents a single ground truth path pattern, whereas in more complex scenes such as those presented later in this paper, a particular path usually cooccurs with different ones. For the sake of clarity, we also only cluster positions. We synthesize a dataset representing the activity in the square by randomly combining several ground truth path patterns and performing random sampling to generate 100 data segments, each consisting of 50 accumulated positions (e.g., Fig. 4 right). Each data segment is a density map of positions (the darker the cell, the higher the density) and mimics an observation of the square over some time interval. We can observe the phenomenon that each segment can be described by a subset of path patterns. Applying our model, we learn all the latent path patterns from our synthetic dataset and Fig. 4 (bottom left) shows the top 16 found. As we can see, the top 10 match our ground truth patterns. Although additional patterns are learned, they are less prominent (smaller intensities) and have much smaller weights, so they are ranked lower.
POSTERIOR ESTIMATION AND SIMILARITY
As discussed in Section 3.1, the novelty of our SV-DHDP model is the way we compute the posterior. There are two approaches commonly used for this purpose: sampling and variational inference. Sampling methods provide good model fitness on relatively small datasets. But the proof of convergence is still open and they have other shortcomings [46] . We therefore use a Stochastic Variational Inference method, which is much faster on large datasets (such as crowd behaviors observed over time). For a standard two-layer HDP model, many methods have been developed [46] , [47] , [48] . Our SVI technique is similar to that recently proposed by Hoffman et al. [47] , except that their model is a simple two-layer HDP model whereas ours has an additional DDP layer. This extension is non-trivial and involves much more than merely adding one more DP layer to a two-layer HDP model. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply variational inference on this type of model. Please refer to the supplementary materials for detailed mathematical derivations and algorithms, available online.
Model Fitness
By dividing a dataset into training data C train and test data segment C test , we can evaluate the model fitness by the predictive likelihood of C test . We further divide C test into two sets of samples: observed w obs i , and held-out w ho i . We also keep the unique state sets of the two sets disjoint. We first use C train to train our model to compute the approximate posterior, and then use w obs i and the approximate posterior to fine tune the top-level path pattern weights. Finally, we compute the log likelihood of w ho i . This metric gives a good predictive distribution and avoids comparing parameter bounds. Similar metrics are used in [46] , [47] , [48] for evaluating model fitness. It is computed by
where K is the truncation number at the top level, b k;w ho j is the probability of the state w ho j in path pattern b k , and q is the variational distribution. For a testing data segment, perstate log likelihood Q j pðw ho j jC train ; w obs j Þ is computed. When training the model, we plot per-state log likelihood and stop the optimization when it becomes stable.
Inference Based Similarity Metric
In addition to extracting path patterns, we would also like to propose a metric for measuring similarities between datasets, so that the quantitative similarity of simulation versus simulation, real data versus simulation. or even real data versus real data can be computed. Since our model can compute path patterns for two datasets, a naive approach is to use some commonly used metric such as KL-divergence or even plain euclidean distance between pairs of patterns. However, we can easily end up with two sets of different sizes; and comparing two sets of probabilistic distributions is not a well-defined problem. Furthermore, while it may seem like a good idea to only compare the top n patterns from both pattern sets, this would be unfair because the patterns are weighted differently within their sets and the choice of n is unclear. A more elegant metric is therefore needed to compare two datasets.
We know that to evaluate model fitness on dataset A, we would use a test data segment from A. This model fitness also implies that if dataset B has similar path patterns to A, then the data from B should also give a good likelihood in Equation (1) . In this way, we can compute the per-state predictive likelihood of B given A likðBjAÞ ¼ pðw ho jA; w obs Þ:
Here we replace C train in Equation (1) with A. Both the observed data w obs and the held-out data w ho are from B instead of A. This metric resolves the two concerns mentioned above. In addition, since our patterns are Multinomials, it is always possible to do pair wise comparison such as KL-divergence and Root Mean Squared Error if needed.
PATH PATTERN ABSTRACTION
To show the generality and robustness of our method, we apply it to both simulated datasets as well as real data from various scenarios with different features on different noise levels. We also compare our methods with existing approaches and discuss performance. All our patterns are color-coded in the various figures, with different colors represent orientation as in Fig. 1 where color intensities show probabilities.
Simulation Datasets
Real data exhibits both global and local features, caused by the fact that pedestrians tend to plan their paths through an environment based on external factors such as entrances, exits and personal goals, but they are often deflected from their paths due to the necessity to avoid members of a crowd. In simulations, different types of simulation algorithms are used to model local steering behaviors and global path planning strategies. We explore the effects of these algorithms separately by first varying local steering methods while minimizing the impact of the global path planning. Then we fix the steering behavior and vary the global path planning strategies.
Local Steering
We choose four steering algorithms that are representative of commonly used methods: MOU09 [49] is a recent version of Helbing's social force model; PETT09 [9] is a velocity obstacle method based approach similar to RVO; ONDREJ10 [10] uses bearing angle to avoid collisions; and PARIS07 [50] solves steering in velocity space. Many other methods exist, such as potential fields, fluid based, hybrids, foot-step planning, but our goal is not to analyze every possible approach, but to demonstrate how our method can capture the differences produced by different reactive steering methods.
We set up a bi-directional flow experiment to show our analysis for local steering behaviors. Two rectangular areas are placed at the top and bottom of a scene (Fig. 5) and two groups of agents are created. For one group, agents are randomly generated in one area with randomly selected destinations in the other area, thus avoiding any complex global path planning. For the other agent group, we switch the generation and destination areas. This forces both agent groups to use steering behaviors in order to avoid the others. Each simulation lasts for around 25 minutes and involves 20,000 agents.
Snapshots of the simulation data can be found in the supplemental material, available online. Fig. 5 shows the top path patterns computed. Intuitively, we can see that PARIS07 does not give prominent patterns meaning the crowd is spreading out all the time. ONDREJ10 tends to give stable flows compared to other methods. And PETT09 and MOU09 are in the middle because their patterns are slightly more concentrated than PARIS07, but less so than ONDREJ10. PARIS07 looks more similar to PETT09 and MOU09 than ONDREJ10. This visualization thus facilitates a qualitative understanding of the behaviours generated using different local steering mechanisms. Later we will see how we can also quantitatively compare them with each other.
Global Path Planning
In this experiment, we fix our local steering model [51] and vary the global path planning methods to test our analysis model. The environment is a square with several obstacles in the middle. We set up a generation area at the top and destination area at the bottom. Also, we recycle 64 agents over and over again to generate 400 second data. Three global path planning methods, Navigation mesh [52] , Roadmap [53] and Potential Field [54] are used here, referred as Navmesh, Roadmap and PoField. Trajectories are generated using Menge [55] (Fig. 6 ) and the top patterns found are shown in (Fig. 7) .
The top patterns of all three methods are down-going flows as expected but they spread out within the environment in slightly different ways. In addition to these high probability patterns, other patterns are also learned and we do find other colors, albeit with much smaller weights. These patterns occur when agents get completely blocked so they start to walk in other directions to find their way out.
Real Trajectory Data
In addition to simulation data, we also show experimental results computed on two real datasets. Although trajectories can be estimated from many different sensors such as videos, GPS, etc., we use videos here because cameras are widely available. The first dataset is a 6 minute video clip of 967 pedestrians in a park recorded by a mid-distance camera in a park. We manually annotate the trajectories so that we have relatively complete trajectories with very little noise.
The second dataset consists of 19999 tracklets recorded in New York Grand Central Terminal by a far distance camera [42] (downloaded from http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hk/ xgwang/grandcentral.html). The trajectories are computed based on moving pixels and contain only partial and noisy tracklets, thus demonstrating the robustness of our method.
Park
All trajectories and some data segments are shown in Fig. 8 . To train the model, the truncation numbers for J, I, L and K (parameters explained in the supplementary material, available online) are set to 10, 15, 4 and 20 respectively. The training took 0.58 hours and Fig. 9 Reference shows some high-weight patterns. There are several major flows learned from the data. One is the flow going from 3 to 2 (References b and j). They mainly differ in whether they go through the narrow corridor along the bottom or not. Another up-going flow is Reference f from 3 to 1. The major down-going flows are from 2 to 3 (magenta and yellow). These paths are also observed in the data. 
Train Station
The whole area is a square with each dimension approximately 50 m long. We discretize the domain into 1Â1 meter grids and set J, I, L and K (parameters explained in the supplementary material, available online) to 10, 15, 3 and 20. The training took 1.83 hours. Some patterns are shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1e is the major up-going flow and Fig. 1d is the major down-going flow. Both are observed in the data. The right-going flow shown in Fig. 1c is another major flow observed in the data. Interestingly, the left-going flow pattern (yellow) is not very prominent. After looking at the data, we found that since it shares boundaries with green and magenta, some of the left-going flows are captured in Figs. 1d and 1e instead.
Optical Flow Data
Trajectory computation from video data is sometimes not reliable due to different lighting conditions and occlusions which makes it difficult to get the data for path pattern recognition. In such cases, optimal flows can be automatically computed and used where the path patterns become optical flow patterns. A good feature of optical flows is that different from estimating trajectories it allows a greater flexibility of the position and orientation of camera. For instance, when the camera has a bird's eye view (the angle between the camera normal and the ground normal is nearly 180 degrees), the optical flow data can be very similar to trajectory data;when it is more tilted (the angle between the camera normal and the ground normal is far less than 180 degrees), it still can provide good information about the crowd flows. Some snap shots of the optical flow raw data from our Park dataset are shown in Fig. 10 .
In this experiment, the domain is the whole image. We discretize the image into a 10Â10 pixel grid. The choice of resolution is a trade-off between modeling granularity and training performance. It also depends on the camera position and orientation. Smaller grids capture more detailed motion information but on the other hand slow down the training by generating more data and sometimes start to lose meanings when even a single motion occupies a relatively large area on the screen. We set J, I, L and K to 10, 15, 3, 20 respectively and run the experiment for 1.37 hours. The top four patterns are shown in Fig. 11 . According to the data, there is one Fig. 9 . Top 3 patterns for the Park dataset that cover more than 90 percent of weights. Each pattern is shown for four directions in a group (four rows-Blue is omitted because no significant pattern found for that direction). Column 1: Top patterns from real dataset. Columns 2-5: Top patterns from four simulated datasets. Similarity scores using the real data as reference are shown in the brackets next to the name of the method. They are log likelihoods. The larger (closer to 0) the better. At the bottom of each group, weights for corresponding patterns are given. The percentages are computed by KL-divergence between a reference pattern and a simulation pattern, then normalized to 0-100. Intensity represent probability. The higher the intensity, the higher the probability. major down-going flow and spreading out near the exit at the bottom. This is shown by Figs. 11a and 11b . A major up-going flow is mainly on the right of the screen which is shown by the high probability areas in Fig. 11c . Interestingly, given the camera position and orientation shown by the red squares in Fig. 8 Left, we can see that both the down-going and up-going flows are also confirmed by our patterns computed out of trajectories Figs. 11a and 11b. A slightly less prominent up-going flow is also captured in Fig. 11d . Note that there is no obvious paths in the optical flow patterns as opposed to trajectories due to the position and the orientation of the camera. However, when trajectories are not available, it is also an alternative way to analyze crowds and evaluate simulations because optical flows can be easily computed.
Comparison with Previous Approaches
We empirically compare our SVI method with Gibbs sampling in [38] on the train station dataset. Due to the nature and stochasticity of these two methods, it is hard to compare them in one standard setting. So we use slightly different settings for the two experiments. For the first one, we run both of them until they give similar results and compare the time cost. For the second one, we run them for roughly the same period of time and compare the results.
For the park dataset with optical flows. We run sampling until meaningful patterns appear. Since the data is dense, it takes 12.4 hours to run 10 iterations.
In Fig. 12 , the sampling method learns similar patterns as in Fig. 11, especially Figs. 12b and 11b (both concentrated at the bottom) and Figs. 12d and 11d (both in general split into two parts). We also find patterns Figs. 11a and 11c in the data. However, Fig. 12a is not as spreading-out as Figs. 11a and 12c is not as concentrated on the right as Fig. 11c is.
For the train station, we first run the sampling for 1.95 hours and show the results in Fig. 13 . We made our best effort to find informative and similar patterns in the results. Compared to the patterns in Fig. 1 , we cannot find any pattern that are as informative. Another interesting difference is that patterns shown in Fig. 13 are in general more concentrated into individual grids (reflected by their intensities compared to the ones in Fig. 1) , and do not fully cover the areas of the paths. We believe this is due to every state sample being given only one pattern label in sampling while in SVI each state sample has a distribution over all patterns. Also, after 1.95 hours, a total number of 198 patterns are learned and the number continues to go up to 735 after running for 40 hours, clearly showing it is not converged yet. More patterns are available in the supplementary material, available online.
We also compared the performance of SVI with sampling. SVI is faster mainly because in every iteration, it uses a batch number that is usually much smaller than the number of data segments. In contrast, sampling uses all of them. Fig. 14 shows how quickly our SV-DHDP converges. We show plots for two examples. For both synthetic and real data, our model converges at between 20 to 60 iterations.
SIMILARITY ANALYSIS
Similarity Metrics
Our similarity metric is used to provide meaningful comparisons between real reference data and simulation data.
We used the four models in Section 5.1.1 in combination with one global path planning method [56] to simulate the crowds in the park and the train station. We modelled the environments by observing the videos carefully, then randomly generating agents within the entrance areas and randomly selecting destinations within the exit areas. All similarities are computed using the real dataset as the reference. Snapshots of data segments for both experiments are shown in the supplementary material, available online. The similarity scores for the park and train station simulations are shown in Figs. 9 and 15. Some top patterns are shown in Fig. 9 column 2-5 and Fig. 15 column 2-5 .
First we emphasize that the similarities presented here are not designed to provide any kind of conclusive statement of which simulator is the best. Path patterns are affected by many factors and we did not exhaustively try all combinations of all parameter settings. For instance, it is difficult to accurately calibrate parameters including accurate entrances and exits, timing of arrival, the proportions of population in different flows and so on. After first looking at the computed patterns and scores we adjusted the entrances and exits more carefully to ensure the best performance possible for all algorithms and we speculate that the simulations could be even more improved by adjusting timing and population density. This also demonstrated how our metric can help to design simulations, because we can identify the key elements to adjust by looking at the visual patterns.
To make good use of our metric for simulation, we suggest two ways to interpret the patterns, by using Equation (2) and by computing KL-divergence between pairs of patterns to help in interpreting the visual data.
Equation (2) shows the average likelihood of the testing data. There are several major factors affecting the score. First, the global path planning has a great influence. One example is Fig. 15a: Reference where a wide flow can be seen going from the bottom to the right. In the simulation, only PETT09 roughly captures it which contributes to its score. In addition, the relative numbers of agents on each path pattern also influences the similarity. Fig. 15a :PARIS07 has several flows that are not seen in the real data pattern. After watching the video, we found that there are only a few people walking on these paths but the simulation assigned a large number of agents to them, thus contributing to the low score of PARIS07. Next, in Fig. 15 , all simulations other than PARIS07 tend to form narrower paths than the real data, whereas in the park simulation, some of them are wider than the real data such as Fig. 9b:ONDREJ10 . Some of them are about the same width such as Fig. 9f :MOU09 and some of them are too narrow such as Fig. 9b:MOU09 . The path width is affected by the simulation method itself as well as the number of agents on that path too. Finally, when it comes down to a single path, some models tend to form prominent patterns more than others, as seen in the bi-directional flow example. This also contributes to the scores. In addition, the weights are used for two purposes: analysis and comparison. Within a single dataset, the weights reflect the relative likelihoods of each path pattern. For instance, the likelihood of observing an agent on Aside from Equation (2), the user might want simply focus on some pattern similarities. This can be computed by KL-divergence between pairs of patterns. In both Figs. 9 and 15, each pattern is given a score comparing itself with the corresponding pattern in the reference. We normalize the values to 0-100, where bigger is better. The results of this metric may sometimes seem contradictory with the previous one because the focus is different. For instance, in Fig. 9 , ONDREJ10 has the lowest similarity score. But for KL-divergence similarity, its first three patterns outperforms other datasets. This means we were able to reproduce some major flows faithfully in the reference data by ONDREJ10, but it does not do well on capturing the other sub-dominant flows. However, if the user just wants to reproduce the major flows, then ONDREJ10 is going to be a good option in this case. PETT09 and MOU09 also capture good flows in the second group. So they might be the choice if those flows are to be reproduced. For the KL-divergence metric, the weights are less meaningful because it can be applied on any pair of patterns from different datasets depending on the application.
Overall, the two metrics here focus on different aspects of the data. The similarity score gives overall performance, which is the per-state likelihood. The KL-divergence similarity emphasizes more on visual similarities. Together, they provide enriched information for different use cases.
Comparison With Existing Metrics
We also compare our similarity score with existing metrics [26] and [57] . Kapadia et al. [57] suggested a metric that compares the energy expenditure of simulated crowds and the optimal solution. Although it is not designed to directly compare simulated and real data, it does provide the possibility of placing the energy expenditure of both onto the same spectrum to compare. Guy et al. [26] proposed an entropy-based metric which is aiming for comparing simulated and real data.
We compute scores using the park dataset and they are shown in Table 2 . For simulator settings, we use a standard set of parameters across different simulators. For simulator-specific parameters, we set them based on heuristics to reach best performances. Next we compare the three metrics from level of abstraction, robustness against noise, interpretability and performances.
Level of Abstraction. As mentioned before, our method is based on the path information rather than individual trajectories. It is higher level information which overcomes the individual motion randomness while the other two are based on individual trajectories. Note although ENT considers randomness, it is averaged per-agent simulation error which is still based on individual trajectories.
Robustness Against Noise. Both ENT and ENERGY require complete trajectories that are hard to find in datasets like the train station. Moreover, a lot of publicly available datasets have only estimated trajectories from videos which suffer from occlusions and tracking errors. It is hard to compute meaningful scores using ENT and ENERGY on this kind of datasets because some of their assumptions can be easily broken. For instance, they assume the first point of a trajectory is where an agent starts and the last point is the destination. This assumption cannot hold when tracklets are present especially when there is no good way to stitch them into trajectories. Our method is also influenced but far less by the noise because we only need individual observations for recognizing the patterns.
Interpretilbility. For ENERGY, we also compute the score of the real data which is 0.65. Since this metric is designed to reflect the energy efficiency, it is not very intuitive to interpret the similarities here. The real data has the second worst score because in the real situation people could not keep walking on the optimal paths. Even if we use the score of the real data as the baseline and compute the scores of simulators with respect to it, the results are still hard to interpret because a smaller energy difference does not necessarily mean a more similar crowd motion in this case. ENT provides more intuitive scores since it gives the best score if the simulator can exactly replicate the real trajectories. However, it is not desirable for situations where less or more agents are needed for simulations. In addition, since the trajectories in the park dataset contains a lot of almost-straight lines, all the simulators perform similarly, which means ENT might not be a good metric for this kind of situations. SVDHDP does not require the simulator to achieve the optimal paths or exactly replicate the trajectories or having the same number of agents. As long as flows are simulated, SVDHDP gives high scores.
Performance. ENT cannot handle large datasets as fast as we can because theoretically the Expectation-Maximization (EM) they used is similar to full variational inference which is proven to be much slower than stochastic variational inference, especially when the size of the data goes up. For this reason, we used 1/3 of the park data (296 trajectories) for ENT which still took on average 0.94 hours for each simulator. Also, SVDHDP just has to train the model once on the real data. The score then can be computed in seconds while ENT needs to do EM for each simulator which makes it more computationally expensive.
LIMITATIONS
Our method does have several limitations. First, our metric is more affected by the environment than the metrics that only measure the intrinsic properties of crowds and ignore the environment. The main reason is our path patterns are not independent of the environment. However, we argue that the real data are almost always affected by the environment in real-world applications. In addition, when only local flow patterns are needed, our metric still works well as shown in the bidirectional flow example. Although a change of simulation setting (e.g., a global shift of flows) can result in lower scores, which does not happen to some other metrics, we argue that they can always be aligned if a rotation/ translation invariant comparison is needed.
Our method does not directly measure individual trajectories thus does not reflect individual visual similarities. However, we argue that it is by design because to measure individual similarity, one has to deal with factors such as the individual motion randomness and data noise. We intend to overcome these difficulties by abstracting the information at a higher level.
Our model does not capture temporal information such as changes of patterns over time. In real applications, sometimes a path at time t means there is a high probability of it appearing again in future, the Markovian property of paths, which is not captured in our current model. Also, a certain path pattern can appear/disappear several times during observation. This kind of global temporal patterns are also not captured in our model. Lastly, our truncation-based stochastic variational inference can be sometimes sensitive to the initialization even if the stochasticity in the gradient estimation helps to some extent. In practice, we did grid search to find out good initializations.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, we propose path patterns as a new perspective for comparing simulated and real crowd data, which is an abstraction of information at a level that is higher than individual trajectories but lower than global properties such as density. This compromise captures both local and global features of crowd motions thus is a good metric for comparison. To tackle the challenge of path pattern computation, we propose a non-parametric hierarchical Bayesian model to automatically extract a desirable set of patterns, which themselves are informative visualizations of crowd motion patterns. To deal with large datasets, we propose a stochastic variational inference method. Besides, we propose two similarity metrics for comparison that handle the overall similarity and individual path pattern similarities for different application scenarios in crowd simulation. Finally, we did detailed comparison with existing metrics to show that our method works on more types of data, has less assumptions on the data and more robust to data noises. In terms of data types, although our method works on both trajectories and optical flows, we do not believe one is necessarily better than the other. Optical flows can be automatically computed and impose less restrictions on the cameras. But it makes the data much denser than needed and thus slows down the training. Also, optical flows are calculated based on object movements, not only human movements, thus could contain large noises. On the other hand, trajectories can be computed or annotated that might suffer less from inaccuracy and noise depending on the algorithm and data acquisition. Although annotation can be slow and laborious, they have high qualities and makes it easier for our model to capture the path patterns quickly. Another advantage is more information can be appended onto annotated trajectories, such as interactions and activities, which gives a new possibility of clustering trajectories with activities together.
One future direction will be an extension of the current model into a dynamic model. Currently, all data are considered at once. But in real situations, the path patterns and their respective weights can change over time. To capture this effect, a dynamic model is needed. Another direction is introducing pattern merge and delete during optimization to find better solutions. To use our metric to guide simulation more automatically, we could use patterns as guiding flows for crowd simulation to improve the scores by methods such as [58] . Sampling location-orientation pairs from the learned latent patterns should be straightforward. Since the samples are more likely to be in the high probability areas, they can be used as intermediate goals to force the simulation to form flows. However, it would require more research if whole trajectories are to be sampled. In addition, we only capture flows although individual trajectories may also influence perceptual realism. A perceptual study is needed to investigate under what circumstances a flow's influence becomes dominant. A good direction is to try to capture information on both levels. Finally, we would like to add social activity and environmental information such as talking and pouring a cup of coffee to incorporate behavior patterns in the model. We believe it will further help in simulating realistic crowds with diverse behaviors.
